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venture in the Far East. At Vienna, Baron Aehrenthal,
energetic, ambitious, the courtier-aristocrat, wished to free
Austria from the excessive dependence on Germany which
had characterized his predecessor's policy. He wished to
strengthen the Dual Monarchy in the Balkans, by putting
an end to the Serbian danger which he believed threatened
to disrupt the Hapsburg Empire.
Here were two political adventurers, equally ready to
fish in troubled waters to satisfy their ambitions, even to
the extent of upsetting international treaties and endanger-
ing the peace of Europe. On Aehrenthal has usually fallen
the odium for the Bosnian "Annexation Crisis" of 1908-09,
but recently published Russian and German documents in-
dicate that Izvolski had quite as much to do with the initia-
tion of this plan for modifying the Treaty of Berlin as did
Aehrenthal.
A few days after signing the Convention of 1907 with
England and thus relieving Russia from the danger of com-
plications in the Middle East, Izvolski visited Vienna. He
was decorated with the Grand Cross of the Order of St.
Stephen, received in audience by Francis Joseph, and had a
long conversation with Aehrenthal. He hinted very con-
fidentially that he intended to solve the Straits Question in
the manner desired by Russia, which was true; and he par-
ticularly assured Austria that he had not spoken of the
question to the English; which was untrue.21 He went
on to tell Aehrenthal:
Russia has lost Manchuria with Port Arthur and thereby
the access to the sea in the East. The main point for Rus-
sia's military and naval expansion of power lies henceforth
in the Black Sea. From there Russia must gain an access to
the Mediterranean.22
21GP., XXII, 76, 79 ff., and preceding note.
22QJP, XXII, 83 f.

